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Abstract
This paper relates unique data on criminal records of local politicians in India
to poverty, crime, and bribery. Using a regression discontinuity design, whereby
individuals living in districts in which a criminal politician barely won are compared to individuals living in districts in which a criminal politician barely lost,
this paper shows that criminal politicians increase poverty: the monthly per capita
expenditure of vulnerable sections of society (scheduled castes, scheduled tribes,
or other backward class) decreases by 19 percent. This paper suggests that the
impact of criminal politicians on criminality and corruption may explain this result.
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I

Introduction

Criminal politicians have often been cited as primary contributors to poverty and
criminality in the popular press1 , yet there is little evidence on their e¤ects, despite their
prevalence2 . The lack of evidence stems from the absence of a convincing identi…cation
strategy. It may be poverty and crime that breeds the emergence of criminal politicians,
not the opposite3 . Moreover, criminal politicians might just be the re‡ection of more
powerful underlying forces, that simultaneously a¤ect poverty and crime4 .
To isolate the causal impact of criminal politicians, this paper uses a regression
discontinuity design that compares districts in India where a criminal politician barely
won an election to a non-criminal candidate, and hence barely became elected, to districts
where the criminal politician barely lost the election to a non-criminal politician. This
analysis is made possible by the collection of a unique dataset on the criminal records
of political candidates to local elections in India. A surprise Supreme Court decision
in 2003 mandated all political candidates to reveal their criminal records (including not
only past convictions; but also acquittals, discharges, and cases pending against them5 ),
assets, liabilities and educational quali…cations for state and federal elections. For all the
2004 elections, I found 178 districts, with a total population of 380 million individuals,
where a criminal candidate faced a non-criminal candidate. This paper then relates the
criminal records of politicians at the district level to microeconomic measures of poverty6 ,
1

“The list of cases against Hitendra Thakur [...] is long - extortion, criminal intimidation, attempt
to murder, murder and land grab.[...]Without his backing, no professional or businessman can survive
here. That is how the constituency, 80 per cent of whose voters are educated, chose someone like him.
But the poor Adivasis and Kolis are against him.”, Dionne Bunsha, Frontline, V.21(5), Dec. 2004.
Many politicians “have a criminal background. Surely their presence in positions of power can only
encourage criminals”, G. P. Joshi, “Police Accountability in India: Policing Contaminated by Politics”,
2005.
2
For example, in India, 23 percent of the members of the lower house of parliament have a criminal background, ranging from murder to rape, kidnapping and extortion
http://www.tribuneindia.com/2007/20070815/independence/main6.htm
3
Which would lead to a spurious positive correlation between criminal politicians and poverty by a
standard reverse causality argument.
4
For example, politicians might be more prosecuted, and thus deemed criminal, by a highly e¢ cient
judiciary, which may simultaneously reduce poverty and crime, which would lead to a spurious negative
correlation between criminal politicians and poverty by a standard omitted variable bias argument.
5
This distinction is important as one may wonder why there would be any convicted politicians in a
totally corrupt world. However, in a totally corrupt world, it is still possible for a judge to investigate
thoroughly, accuse, and acquit in exchange for a higher bribe. Politicians subject to this procedure
would qualify as a criminal politicians in this analysis.
6
Data from the 1999-2000 (55th round) and 2004-2005 (61st round) of the consumption datasets of
the National Sample Survey of India
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district-level reported criminal activity7 , and corruption (“value of gifts received”) of law
and order, and administrative o¢ cials living in their districts8 .
The crucial identi…cation assumption is that, even if agents can in‡uence the vote,
there is nonetheless a non-trivial random chance component to the ultimate score di¤erence between the two candidates (Lee, 2008). Two strong empirical tests of the internal
validity of the regression discontinuity design will be performed in this paper. First, the
density of election scores for each candidate should be continuous, at least in the neighborhood of the discontinuity of treatment (McCrary, 2008). Second, in the neighborhood
of the discontinuity (score di¤erence between the criminal and non-criminal candidate
equal to 0), treated and control groups should possess the same distribution of baseline
characteristics, as in a randomized controlled trial. Intuitively, if there exists a random chance element (that has a continuous density) to the …nal score di¤erence, then
whether the criminal candidate wins in a closely contested election with a non-criminal
candidate, is determined as if by a ‡ip of a coin.
This paper shows that criminal politicians increase poverty. In particular, they decrease the monthly per capita expenditure of scheduled castes, scheduled tribes, or other
backward class by 19 percent. To explain such large welfare e¤ects, this paper then looks
at criminality and corruption. Criminal activity is encouraged. Crime categories such as
o¤ences against human body and public order, o¤ences similar to those most commonly
committed by criminal politicians, rise by approximately 19 percent after the election
of a criminal politician. The corruption of law and order, and administrative (LOA)
o¢ cials, measured by the value of gifts received, decreases by 66 percent. This may be
because local politicians exert signi…cant in‡uence on LOA o¢ cials, through, for example, punitive transfers. While originally designed as a check of the executive on LOA
o¢ cials, criminal politicians may employ this in‡uence to control LOA o¢ cials for the
bene…t of the interest groups they protect (or, more directly, for their own bene…t in
their criminal activity). This may explain why criminality activity is encouraged, since
less bribes need to be paid to LOA o¢ cials, and why those not connected to criminal
7

District-level data from Crime In India 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, the annual reports from the
National Crime Records Bureau, Ministry of Home A¤airs, Government of India
8
Microeconomic data from the 1999-2000 (55th round) and 2004-2005 (61st round) of the consumption datasets of the National Sample Survey of India
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politicians, thus unable to use their support, i.e. the poor, are most a¤ected by criminal
politicians.
This paper generates an important policy implication only if there are ways to prevent criminal politicians from reaching o¢ ce. Banerjee et al. (2010a) showed that the
preferences of voters can be in‡uenced by simple information dissemination programs.
They implemented a …eld experiment where they provided slum dwellers in India with
report cards on candidate quali…cations and criminal records. They …nd that showing
these reports decrease the vote share of criminal candidates. Banerjee et al. (2010b)
…nd that a voter mobilization campaign that primed voters to not vote on ethnic lines
reduced the vote share of criminal politicians. Banerjee et al. (2010a and 2010b) thus
suggest simple ways through which the prevalence of criminal politicians, found in my
paper to have devastating consequences for poverty and criminality, may be reduced.
This paper also relates to the literature which proposes decentralization as a way
to develop governance structures that are responsive to the interests of the poor. This
literature emphasizes that, on the one hand, it may enhance the accountability of elected
representatives and amplify the political voice of poor people while, on the other, it
may enhance the in‡uence of local elites (Bardhan et al, 2000). This paper provides
an example of such capture by criminal politicians. This paper thus exempli…es the
devastating consequences of local governments capture. It is close in spirit to Besley et
al (2004) who looks at the impact of politicians’identity (scheduled caste or tribe) on
local public good provision.
This paper includes …ve further sections. Section II will present the phenomenon of
criminal politicians in India. Section III describes the regression discontinuity design,
while Section IV describes the main results and the mechanisms. Section V concludes.

II

Criminal politicians in India

The occurrence of criminal politicians being elected in India is prevalent. For example, the Election Commission estimates that 1,500 candidates in the 1996 parliamentary
election had criminal records, and 40 of these politicians were elected to the 11th Lok
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Sabha. Furthermore, the present (14th) Lok Sabha9 has 125 members (23 percent) with
a criminal background, many of whom have severe charges such as murder, rape, kidnapping, and extortion pending against them10 . At the state level, more than 700 out of the
4,072 sitting members of the legislative assemblies in all states have criminal records11 .
Anecdotal evidence of the connections between criminals and politicians also abounds
in India. For example, the former Secretary General of the Lok Sabha, Subhash Kashyap,
writes in “Criminal-politician nexus getting stronger”12 :
“The role of criminals in politics began in a big way with the criminals
needing the politicians’ protection against the processes of law and paying
them for it in advance by helping them in elections and otherwise. Politicians needed huge sums of unaccounted money for political activities, their
parties, elections and for themselves. [...] Gradually, the politicians became
subservient to the dons of the crime world. The latter soon realised that the
elections were being won with their money and their muscle power. It was
not any surprise when they themselves decided to enter politics”.
To counter these problems, the Vohra Committee (1993) was commissioned to study
the criminalization of politics, and the links between criminals, politicians, and bureaucrats in India. One solution envisaged in the Committee’s report (1993), which was
submitted by the former Indian Union Home Secretary, N.N. Vohra, in October 1993,
was to make public the criminal records of politicians. After much political opposition13 ,
a judgment passed by the Supreme Court on March 13th, 2003 mandated that politicians
…le an a¢ davit with the Election Commission of India disclosing their criminal backgrounds (including all past convictions, acquittals, discharges, and cases pending14 ),
assets, liabilities, and educational quali…cations15 . Scanned a¢ davits of all candidates
are publicly available on the India Election Commission website. Figure 1 shows the
9

Directly elected lower house of Parliament in India.
http://www.tribuneindia.com/2007/20070815/independence/main6.htm
11
http://www.indiaelectionwatch.net/whatisew.htm
12
The Tribune, India, 15 August 2007, http://www.tribuneindia.com/2007/20070815/independence/main6.htm
13
http://www.adrindia.org/electionwatch/electionwatch.asp
14
This distinction is important as one may question whether there would be any convicted politicians
in a corrupt system. However, in a completely corrupt system, it is still possible for a judge to investigate
a crime thoroughly, accuse, and acquit in exchange for a higher bribe. Thus, all politicians with any
type of criminal record are de…ned as criminal politicians in the analyses.
15
http://www.indiaelectionwatch.net/judgement.htm
10
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a¢ davit of a criminal politician, where the accusations include murder and assault or
use of criminal force to deter public servant from his duty16 . Electoral score results17
show that this candidate won against a non-criminal candidate, by 56 to 44 percent.
There are two possible concerns regarding the accuracy of the de…nition of a criminal
politician using data from these a¢ davits. First, the a¢ davits may contain false information or suppression of information. However, the facility of putting counter a¢ davit
by a rival candidate on the notice board is a safeguard against this. Moreover, any
discrepancies or false claims found in candidates’ a¢ davits (supported by some documentary evidence) can be used to …le a complaint to the Returning O¢ cer, who refers
the case to the appropriate authorities for public prosecution18 . The second concern with
this measure of criminality is the possibility of wrongful accusations by rival candidates.
Accordingly, some individuals that are classi…ed as criminal politicians might have not
committed any crimes. This paper will address this issue by looking at the impact of
convicted, as opposed to merely accused, politicians.
Data was collected regarding all state (Legislative Assembly) and federal (Lok Sabha)
elections that occurred in 200419 . This data was then matched to the scores obtained by
the politicians during the elections20 . From the 1071 elections that occurred in 2004, 286
candidates reported a criminal record on their a¢ davits. The political constituencies
were then matched to their district21 . The sample was then restricted to the 178 districts in which a criminal candidate ran against a non-criminal candidate. In 18 cases,
16

Only the number of the sections of the Indian Penal Code (IPC) corresponding to the accusations
are reported in the a¢ davits.
17
available at (p.86): http://www.eci.gov.in/StatisticalReports/SE_2004/StatisticalReports_OR_2004.pdf
18
Section 177 of Indian Penal Code read with Section 195 of the Criminal Procedure Code. Election
India, Vol. 1, No.3:
http://www.eci.gov.in/Library&Publications/ECI_NL_JULSEP_2004.pdf
19
Directly from the a¢ davits available on the Election Commission of India website:
http://archive.eci.gov.in/A¢ davits/A¢ davits_fs.htm
and from the India election watch website:
http://indiaelectionwatch.net/disclosures.htm
20
From the India Election Commission website: http://www.eci.gov.in/electionanalysis/election_analysis.asp
21
A complication arises in practice, in the sense that political constituencies do not map one to one
to districts, but are typically smaller than districts. There is no information on constituencies, only
districts, in the microeconomic datasets of the National Sample Survey of India. To link electoral results
to the microeconomic dataset, constituencies are matched to districts, and only districts in which at
least one constituency had an election between a criminal and a non-criminal candidate are considered.
The score di¤erence between the criminal and non-criminal politician score_difd then takes the value
of the score di¤erence between the criminal and non-criminal politician in the constituency. Note that
all individuals in the district do not live under the rule of the elected criminal politician. The results
will thus deliver a conservative estimate of the impact of criminal candidates.
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the criminality status was assigned to the candidate that had a greater number of cases
pending against him, than his criminal opponent. Table I shows the descriptive statistics of these 178 criminal candidates. Appendix Table 1 compares these characteristics
to the ones of non-criminal politicians in a regression framework, with the dependent
variable taking the value “1” if the candidate is criminal, or taking the value of “0”
otherwise. Results show that criminal politicians are not less educated, or do not have
more assets; however, they hold more liabilities and are elected from smaller districts.
Pseudo R-squared values are low, suggesting that criminal politicians di¤er in other
unobservable ways from non-criminal politicians. Addressing this concern will be an
important contribution of this paper to the literature.
This paper will attempt to relate the criminal status of politicians (now publicly
known) to poverty in India. Indeed, as the 1993 Vohra Committee report states, criminal
elements “elected to local bodies, State assemblies and national Parliament [...] have
acquired considerable political clout, seriously jeopardizing the smooth functioning of the
administration and the safety of the life and property of the common man causing a sense
of despair and alienation among people”. In particular, vulnerable sections of society,
such as the scheduled castes, scheduled tribes, and other backward class (SC/ST/OBC),
typically less connected to politicians, may be a¤ected by criminal politicians in o¢ ce.
This hypothesis will be rigorously tested thanks to the following identi…cation strategy.

III

Identi…cation strategy

Criminal politicians may be endogenous to poverty, or driven by unobserved heterogeneity across districts. To address this concern, a regression discontinuity design is
used. Regression discontinuity designs involve a dichotomous treatment that is a deterministic function of a single, observed, continuous covariate. Individuals whose score
on this covariate crosses a predetermined threshold are assigned to the treatment group
(Hahn, Todd, and van der Klaauw, 2001). Although applied to many settings (e.g.,
Angrist and Lavy, 1999; van der Klaauw, 2002), political elections represent an ideal
situation for this statistical methodology to be used, as candidates are elected only if
they garner a 50 percent vote share threshold (Lee, 2008). As the criminal record of can7

didates is known, a regression discontinuity design will then compare districts in which a
criminal politician barely won an election to a non-criminal candidate (and hence barely
became elected), to districts where the criminal politician barely lost the election to a
non-criminal politician. If there exists a random chance element (that has a continuous
density) to the …nal vote share, then whether the criminal candidate wins in a closely
contested election with a non-criminal candidate is determined as if by a ‡ip of a coin.
The crucial identi…cation assumption is the continuous density of election scores for
each candidate, at least in the neighborhood of the discontinuity of treatment. This
condition is directly related to candidates’ incentives and ability to sort around the
threshold (score di¤erence between the two candidates equal to zero). If individuals
have exact control over their own score, the density for each individual is likely to be
discontinuous. When this is the case, the regression discontinuity design is likely to
yield biased impact estimates. Even with complete control, only certain types of fraud
would lead to biased estimates. For example, following Lee (2008), suppose a non-trivial
fraction of criminal candidates (but no non-criminals) had the ability to (1) selectively
invalidate ballots cast for their opponents and (2) perfectly predict what the true vote
share would be without interfering with the vote counting process. In this scenario,
suppose the criminal candidates adhered to the following rule: (a) if the “true” vote
count would lead to a non-criminal win, dispute ballots to raise the criminal vote share,
but (b) if the “true” vote count leads to a criminal win, do nothing. It is easy to see
that in repeated elections, this rule would lead to a discontinuous density in the density
of the scores right at the 50 percent threshold22 .
The validity of the regression discontinuity design is empirically testable. First, one
may look at the shape of the density function of the score di¤erences between criminal
and non-criminal candidates to determine whether there is any kind of discontinuity at
the threshold. Figure 2 graphs this density function and indicates no such evidence.
A more formal test, the density test (McCrary, 2008) is presented in Figure 3. In the
22

Note that other “rules” describing fraudulent behavior would nevertheless lead to a continuous
density in density of the scores. For example, suppose all criminals had the ability to invalidate ballots
during the actual vote counting process. Even if this behavior is widespread, if this ability stops when
90 per cent of the vote is counted, there is still unpredictability in the vote share tally for the remaining
10 percent of the ballots. It is plausible that the probability density for the vote share in the remaining
votes is continuous.
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…rst step, one obtains a …nely-gridded histogram. In the second step, one smooths the
histogram using local linear regression, separately on either side of the cuto¤. Figure 3
shows no evidence of discontinuity. The log discontinuity is 0.11, with a standard error
of 0.28, thus not signi…cantly di¤erent from 0. This test rigorously con…rms that there
is no discontinuity in the density function of the score di¤erences between criminal and
non-criminal candidates.
Second, if this form of electoral fraud is empirically important, then all pre-determined
characteristics of the districts should be di¤erent between the two sides of the discontinuity threshold; if it is unimportant, then these characteristics should have the same
distribution on either side of the threshold. This test will be performed, by using predetermined characteristics as dependent variables in the regression discontinuity design.
On a restricted sample of 178 districts where a criminal candidate faced a noncriminal candidate, the following regressions are performed:

yid =

0

+

1 winnerd

+

2 score_difd

0
+ Xid

X

0
+ Xpd

p

+

s

+ "id

where yid is the monthly per capita expenditure of individual i in a scheduled caste,
scheduled tribe or other backward class, living in district d; score_difd is the di¤erence
in the score between criminal and non-criminal candidate in district d; winnerd is a
variable taking the value 1 if the criminal candidate was elected (score_difd > 0) and 0
otherwise; Xid is a vector of individual characteristics; Xpd is a vector of characteristics
of politician p elected in district d; and

s

are state …xed e¤ects.

1

is the coe¢ cient of

interest, and represent the discontinuity jump in yid due to a criminal politician being
barely elected. Standard errors are clustered at the state level. Following Imbens and
Lemieux (2008), local linear regressions will also be performed.

IV
IV.1

Results

Main result

Figure 4 illustrates the main result of the paper. The distribution of the monthly per
capita expenditure of individuals in scheduled castes, scheduled tribes or other backward
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classes (SC/ST/OBC), obtained from the 61st “consumption” round of the National
Sample Survey of India, a representative sample of 124,943 households collected in 20042005, is graphed against the score di¤erence between a criminal candidate and a noncriminal one. Locally weighted regressions, on both sides of the discontinuity, are used
to smooth the outcome. A quadratic …t is also presented. A discontinuity can clearly
be seen at the threshold of a score di¤erence equal to zero. This graph indicates that
the monthly per capita expenditure of SC/ST/OBC individuals is lower for individuals
living in a district where a criminal politician barely won, than for individuals living in
a district where a criminal politician barely lost.
This …gure merely suggests the presence of a discontinuity, but does not establish its
statistical signi…cance. Table 2 addresses this concern by using a regression framework.
Column (1) shows that the monthly per capita expenditure of SC/ST/OBC decreases
signi…cantly by 137 Rs. Appendix Table 3 shows that the average monthly per capita
expenditure for this section of society is 718.17 Rs. In other words, the election of a
criminal politician decreases the monthly per capita expenditure of SC/ST/OBC by 19
percent. The coe¢ cient is barely signi…cant, which might be due to the incomplete
speci…cation. The next columns increase the ‡exibility of the speci…cation, and provide
robustness checks to examine the sensitivity of this result.

IV.2

Robustness checks

Columns (2) to (6) present speci…cation tests. Column (2) includes an interaction term
between “Winner” and “Score di¤erence” to test for potential di¤erent slopes in the
response of poverty to score di¤erences before and after the discontinuity. Column (3)
includes the squared expression of “Score di¤erence”, to test for potential non-linearities
in the e¤ect of “Score di¤erence”, and an interaction between “Winner” and “Score
di¤erence squared”to allow for a di¤erent quadratic …t of the dependent variable. Column (4) uses kernel-weighted local polynomial smooths, following Imbens and Lemieux
(2008). The standard error is bootstrapped, with 200 replications with replacement.
Column (5) includes individual controls23 , state …xed-e¤ects, and politicians control
23

Age, household size, 4 social group dummies (scheduled tribe, scheduled caste, other backward
class, others), a dummy indicating if the household owns land, 3 dummies for the broad occupation
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variables24 . Column (6) restricts the sample to elections where the score di¤erence was
between +5 and -5 percentage points. There are 55 such districts, with a total population of 140 million individuals. The key result of all of these tests is that the impact
of criminal politicians on the monthly per capita expenditure of SC/ST/OBC remains
signi…cantly negative.
Column (7) uses another disadvantaged section of the population, to show that the
results are not entirely driven by SC/ST/OBC. Column (7) restricts the sample to ration
cards (Antodaya, or Below Poverty Line) recipients. This column shows that electing
a criminal politician is associated with a 22 percent decrease in monthly per capita
expenditure of ration card recipients. This e¤ect at the intensive margin is accompanied
with an e¤ect at the extensive margin, as column (8) shows that the election of criminal
politicians causes an 8 percent increase in the probability of being a ration card recipient.
The same analysis as in Table 2 was conducted at other thresholds of the score
di¤erence to test the robustness of the results. There should be no signi…cant results at
other levels of score di¤erence, say at a score di¤erence of +5%, as criminal politicians
are elected both below and above this threshold. Indeed, rows (1) and (2) of Table 3
…nd no signi…cant discontinuity at +5%, or -5%.
As discussed above, there may be false accusations by rival candidates. Simply
looking at charges pending against candidates might overstate the true criminal nature
of the candidates. To address this concern, I carefully read and coded the a¢ davits
according to the state of the complaints. “Convicted” is a dichotomous variable equal
to “1”if the criminal politician was convicted, “0”otherwise. Row (3) thus includes an
interaction term between “Winner”and “Convicted”(as well as an interaction between
the score di¤erence and “Convicted”). Row (3) …nds no di¤erential e¤ect of convicted
criminal politicians. Results are thus not driven by false accusations.
group (law, order, administrative o¢ cials
24
Crime category: O¤ences against human body, O¤ences againts property, Crimes against public
order, Economic crimes, Corruption, Other; Movable Assets (Cash, Deposits in Banks, Financial Insitutions, and Non-Banking …nancial companies, NSS, Etc., Gold / Ornaments, Bonds, Debentures, Shares
in companies & Business, Motor Vehicles) and Immovable Assets (Agricultural Land, Non-Agricultural
Lands, Residential and Commercial Buildings), Liabilities (total debts at Bank/Financial Institution,
Tax Dues and Dues to Govt. Depts.), as well as 24 political party dummies (Source: a¢ davit Information of the candidates contesting elections for the State and Parlimentary Constituencies in India
(April-May 2004) from http://www.indiaelectionwatch.net/disclosures.htm and the Election Commission of India
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The rest of Table 3 presents a test of the identi…cation assumption of the regression discontinuity design: there should be no systematic di¤erence in pre-determined
characteristics between districts where a criminal politician barely won and districts
where a criminal politician barely lost. The 55th “consumption” round (1999-2000) of
the National Sample Survey in India is the source for the dependent variables in rows
(4) to (6). The insigni…cance of the “Winner” coe¢ cient indicates that there were no
di¤erences in 1999-2000 in the monthly per capita expenditure of SC/ST/OBC, sex and
education of people in districts where a criminal politician barely won in 2004. Furthermore, rows (7) to (12) show that criminal politicians that barely won are comparable
to criminal politicians that barely lost. For example, criminal politicians committed the
same amount of o¤ences related to murder or elections (rows (7) and (8)), have the same
level of assets or liabilities (rows (9) and (10)), the same education levels (row (11)),
and the same a¢ liation to national parties (row (11)) as criminal politicians that barely
lost. This tends to indicate that there was no systematic manipulation of the scores at
the threshold by criminal politicians.
This section thus established that criminal politicians signi…cantly decrease the welfare of the poor. The next section will suggests mechanisms for this …nding.

IV.3

Potential mechanisms

IV.3.1

Criminality

Criminal politicians may a¤ect poverty through an increase in criminality, which disproportionately a¤ects the most vulnerable sections of society. However, it is not clear
theoretically whether criminal politicians should a¤ect criminality. On the one hand, the
presence of criminal politicians in o¢ ce may encourage criminality. On the other hand,
criminal politicians may have extralegal sanctions at their disposal to reduce crime.
Table 4 explores the impact of criminal politicians on criminal activity. In row (1),
the dependent variable is the number of murder committed in a district25 . Only the
coe¢ cient of “Winner” is reported, but “Score di¤erence” is always included. In all
25

This criminal data comes from the governmental publication "Crime in India" 2002, 2003, 2004,
2005, 2006
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columns, …ve year and 35 state …xed e¤ects are added. Row (1) shows that there are 25
more murders, which represents a 19 percent increase 26 , committed in districts where a
criminal politician barely won an election. However, this coe¢ cient is not signi…cantly
di¤erent from zero. Overall, rows (1), (2) and (3) show that o¤ences against the human
body increase. This is also true of crimes against public order (riots, arson). Speci…cally,
after the election of a criminal politician, riots and arson increase by 23 and 34 percent
respectively. No signi…cant e¤ect is found for o¤ences against property (rows (4), (5),
and (6)) and economic crimes (rows (9), (10), and (11)). This is consistent with Table
1, which showed that criminal politicians primarily commit o¤ences against the human
body and against public order. Criminal politicians thus encourage a type of criminal
activity similar to what they commit. Rows (12) and (13) show that women are also
a¤ected since crimes against women increase after a criminal politician is elected.
It is important to note that there were no pre-existing di¤erences in levels of o¤ences
against human body in these districts, as witnessed by the insigni…cance of the dummy
variable “Winner” interacted with a time dummy equal to “1” before 2004. This is
a strong test of the identi…cation assumption underlying the regression discontinuity
design estimates, since there should be no impact of criminal politicians before they
were elected.
IV.3.2

Corruption

When in power, criminal politicians may encourage bribe-taking by bureaucrats, by
lowering the perceived probability of being prosecuted for corruption. They might also
hire less honest bureaucrats, which would increase corruption levels.
On the other hand, there are several reasons why criminal politicians might drive
corruption down. First, criminal politicians might enforce regulations less, thus reducing
the need for people to bribe bureaucrats to get things done. Second, the election of
criminals may deter business, and thus demand for bureaucratic services. Third, local
politicians in India have extensive powers of punitive transfers over law and order, and
administrative (LOA) o¢ cials27 . If criminal politicians may credibly threaten o¢ cials
26
27

Considering that there are, on average, 135 murders per year per district.
The …rst (1981) and second (1993) Judges’Transfer Case allow local politicians to …re and transfer
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with sanctions if they do not acquiesce to the politicians’requests for permits, licenses,
or acquittals for themselves or their associates, then a rise in the number of criminal
politicians may be associated with a decrease in the amount of monetary bribes needed
to be paid to LOA o¢ cials. Fourth, politicians may even usurp the bribes that would
have gone to bureaucrats, by better controlling them, and extracting more of their
rents. The overall impact is ambiguous, and Table 5 explores this issue using a rigorous
identi…cation strategy.
Based on the National occupations code (1968) or National industry code (1998),
2,032 LOA o¢ cials are found in the 61st round of the National Sample Survey of India
(see Appendix Table 2 for the exact codes and sample size). The 61st “consumption”
round provides information on the source of the non-durable goods consumed (food, pan,
tobacco, intoxicants, fuel, and light) per household. The survey indicates the quantity
and value of goods received as gifts. The value of gifts received per LOA o¢ cial for
di¤erent products were added to generate a household total value of gifts received (see
Appendix Table 3 for descriptive statistics). While the absolute value of gifts received
does not solely measure bribes received by LOA o¢ cials, our identi…cation strategy is
based on the comparison of value of gifts received for LOA o¢ cials in a district where
a criminal politician barely won against a non-criminal politician, to a district where
a criminal politician barely lost. Any systematic di¤erence in these two districts may
indicate a change in (in-kind) bribes.
Table 5 explores the impact of criminal politicians on the value of gifts received by
LOA o¢ cials. Column (1) shows that the election of criminal politicians decreases signi…cantly the value of gifts received by LOA o¢ cials by 66 percent. Column (2) includes
polynomials of the score di¤erence, and interactions between score di¤erence and the
variable “Winner”. Column (3) uses kernel-weighted local polynomial smooths, where
the standard error is bootstrapped, with 100 replications with replacement. Column (4)
includes the complete set of controls used previously (individual controls, state …xedjudges without the judiciary’s consent.
(The …rst (1981) and second (1993) Judges’Transfer Case). The Police Act of 1861 grants powers to
local politicians to regulate and exercise control over the police (Raghavan, 2003). Punitive transfers
of Indian Administrative Service (IAS) o¢ cials are extremely common (Potter, 1987; Iyer and Mani,
2008; Singh and Bhandarkar, 1994; Kingston, 2004). Punitive transfers of these o¢ cials is identi…ed by
Wade (1982; p. 319).as “the politician’s basic weapon of control over the bureaucracy”.
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e¤ects, and politician control variables). Criminal politicians remain signi…cantly and
negatively related with the value of gifts received. Column (5) presents a falsi…cation
exercise by looking at the full sample, excluding LOA o¢ cials, with no e¤ects found. As
politicians have no powers of punitive transfers over these individuals, no e¤ect is found
on the value of gifts received by these individuals.
Overall, Table 5 shows that criminal politicians reduce bribe-taking of LOA o¢ cials.
This …nding is consistent with the misuse of punitive transfers by criminal politicians
to reduce the need for bribe giving, but more evidence on punitive transfers would be
needed to ascertain this theory.

V

Conclusion

Using a regression discontinuity design, whereby individuals living in districts where
a criminal politician barely won are compared to individuals living in districts where
a criminal politician barely lost, this paper shows that criminal politicians increase
poverty. In particular, they decrease the monthly per capita expenditure of scheduled
castes, tribes, or other backward class by 19 percent. Criminal activity is encouraged.
Crime categories such as o¤ences against human body and public order, o¤ences similar
to those most commonly committed by criminal politicians, rise by approximately 19
percent after the election of a criminal politician.
The corruption of law and order, and administrative (LOA) o¢ cials, measured by the
value of gifts received, decreases by 66 percent. This may be because local politicians
exert signi…cant in‡uence on LOA o¢ cials, through, for example, punitive transfers.
While originally designed as a check of the executive on LOA o¢ cials, criminal politicians
may employ this in‡uence to control LOA o¢ cials for the bene…t of the interest groups
they protect (or, more directly, for their own bene…t in their criminal activity). This
may explain why criminality activity is encouraged, since less bribes need to be paid to
LOA o¢ cials, and why those not connected to criminal politicians and unable to use
their support, in particular the poor, are most a¤ected by criminal politicians.
Three policy implications stem from this paper. First, taking into consideration the
devastating consequences on poverty and criminality, the next stage is to identify ways
15

to reduce the prevalence of criminal politicians in o¢ ce. The reform mandating the
publication of criminal records of politicians (used in this paper) was precisely aimed at
this mandate through increasing the level of political awareness. Therefore, a promising
avenue of research is the evaluation of the impact of the reform on the probability of
election of criminal politicians. In a …eld experiment, Banerjee et al. (2010a) provided
slum dwellers with report cards on candidate quali…cations and criminal records, and
…nd that showing these reports decrease the vote share of criminal candidates.
Second, this paper also relates to the literature on decentralization as a way to
develop governance structures that are responsive to the interests of the poor (Bardhan
et al, 2000) by providing an example of elite capture of local governments. This paper
thus exempli…es the devastating consequences of local governments capture.
Third, this paper calls attention to the problem of the measurement of corruption.
If corruption is only measured by bribe-taking (proxied in this paper by the value of
gifts received), then it is likely to be underestimated as other forms of corruption might
exist. The threat of punitive transfers exercised by politicians over LOA o¢ cials may be
another potent form of in‡uence. Similar to the conclusions of Bardhan and Mookherjee
(2006), measures of corruption which focus solely on bribes, and exclude such forms of
special interest, provide a misleading impression of the true welfare e¤ects of criminal
politicians. In this case, the reduction in gifts received is not a desirable outcome, as it
is accompanied with increase of poverty and criminality.
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A¢ davit information of the
candidates contesting
elections for the State and
Parliamentary Constituencies
in India (April-May 2004)
from India Election Watch and
the Indian Election Commission

Source

Observations
178
178
15
6
70
8
9
70
178
178
178
178
178
178
178
178
178
178
178
178
178
178
178
178
178

Education of politician (0: no schooling, 1: Primary, 2: Secondary, 3: Intermediary or pre-university, 4: University undergraduate, 5: University
graduate, 6: University postgraduate).

Description of Variable
Score di¤erence between criminal and non (or less) criminal candidate
Criminal candidate is the winner
Type of crime committed by politicians
O¤ences against human body
O¤ences against property
Crimes against public order
Economic crimes
Corruption
Other
Education of Politician
Assets
Cash
Deposits in Banks or Non-Banks Institutions
Gold / Ornaments
Bonds, Debentures, Shares in Companies
Value of Motor Vehicles
Movable Assets
Value of Agricultural Land
Value of Non-Agricultural Lands
Value of Residential and Commercial Buildings
Immovable Assets
Liabilities
Bharatiya Janta Party Candidate
National Party (BSP, BJP, CPI, CPM, INC, NCP)
Local Elections (not federal elections)
Number of voters by district (in thousands)

Table 1: Descriptive statistics of criminal politicians

3.96
3273077
31983.96
232006.5
53725.61
193251.2
70328.37
525940.7
280856.8
198471.7
643535.3
1042977
254152.2
0.08
0.18
0.24
1749.33

Mean
-0.22
0.49

1.10
1.34E+07
110808.2
3121313
232879.5
2166932
369667.1
3623855
1445041
1381546
2942793
3983023
1658007
0.27
0.38
0.43
870.37

SD
13.09971
0.499917

No
No
No
26366
0.01

-136.86
(84.17)*
5.79
(4.88)

OLS

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
Scheduled caste, scheduled tribe, other backward class
Monthly per capita expenditure
OLS
OLS
kernel-weighted local
OLS
OLS, score di¤
polynomial smooths
in [-5,5]
-139.82
-162.19
-111.51
-99.77
-166.44
(82.14)* (93.00)*
(26.69)***
(49.90)**
(59.25)***
-0.14
15.74
-0.07
9.33
(3.72)
(12.13)
(6.35)
(40.72)
11.44
-14.15
8.54
94.01
(8.11)
(16.89)
(9.61)
(51.14)*
0.51
0.14
-3.20
(0.33)
(0.16)
(6.37)
-0.20
-0.35
-10.92
(0.58)
(0.24)
(6.73)
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
26366
26366
26355
11335
0.01
0.02
0.20
0.20
-184.92
(60.94)***
-0.69
(7.40)
13.91
(10.96)
0.13
(0.19)
-0.39
(0.28)
Yes
Yes
Yes
30871
0.24

(7)
Ration card recipients
Monthly per cap expenditure
OLS

0.08
(0.05)*
-0.01
(0.01)***
0.01
(0.01)
-0.00
(0.00)***
0.00
(0.00)***
Yes
Yes
Yes
40743

(8)
Full
Ration card recipients
Probit

OLS regressions in columns (1), (2), (3),(5), (6), and (7); kernel-weighted local polynomial smooths in column (4); probit regressions showing marginal e¤ects at the mean in column (8). Robust standard errors
in parentheses,* signi…cant at 10%; ** signi…cant at 5%; *** signi…cant at 1%. Standard errors are clustered at the district level in all columns. The sample is restricted to all districts where a criminal politician
was a candidate opposed to a non-criminal candidate. The sample is further restricted in columns (1) to (6) to individuals from scheduled castes, scheduled tribes, other backward classes. The dependent variable in
columns (1) to (7) is the monthly per capita expenditure. The explanatory variables in column (1) are the score di¤erence between the two candidates and a winner dummy variable taking the value 1 if the criminal
politician won. In a Regression discontinuity design, this is the coe¢ cient of interest. Column (2) includes an interaction term between "Winner" and "Score di¤erence" to test for potential di¤erent slopes. Column
(3) includes the squared expression of "Score di¤erence", to test for potential non-linearities in the e¤ect of "Score di¤erence", and an interaction between "Winner" and "Score di¤erence squared" to allow for di¤erent
quadratic …t of the dependent variable. Column (4) uses kernel-weighted local polynomial smooths, following Imbens and Lemieux (2007). The standard error is bootstrapped, with 200 replications with replacement.
In column (5), three sets of controls are added. First, individual controls are added (age, household size, 4 social group dummies (scheduled tribe, scheduled caste, other backward class, others), a dummy indicating
if the household owns land, 3 dummies for the broad occupation group (law, order, administrative o¢ cials). Second, 35 state dummies are added. Third, politicians control variables are added (crime category:
O¤ences against human body, O¤ences againts property, Crimes against public order, Economic crimes, Corruption, Other; Movable Assets (Cash, Deposits in Banks, Financial Insitutions, and Non-Banking …nancial
companies, NSS, Etc., Gold / Ornaments, Bonds, Debentures, Shares in companies & Business, Motor Vehicles) and Immovable Assets (Agricultural Land, Non-Agricultural Lands, Residential and Commercial
Buildings), Liabilities (total debts at Bank/Financial Institution, Tax Dues and Dues to Govt. Depts.), as well as 24 political party dummies (Source: a¢ davit Information of the candidates contesting elections for
the State and Parlimentary Constituencies in India (April-May 2004) from http://www.indiaelectionwatch.net/disclosures.htm and the Election Commission of India). Column (6) restricts the sample to elections
where the score di¤erence was between 5 and -5 percentage points. Column (7) restricts the sample to ration cards (Antodaya, or Below Poverty Line) recipients. The sample is full in column (8). The dependent
variable in column (8) is a dichotomous variable equal to 1 if the individual is a recipient of a ration card, 0 otherwise.

Individual controls
State …xed e¤ects
Politicians control
Observations
R-squared

Winner*(Score di¤erence squared)

Score di¤erence squared

Winner*(Score di¤erence)

Score di¤erence

Winner

Sample
Dependent variable
Method

(1)

Table 2: Impact of criminal politician in o¢ ce on poverty
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OLS regressions. Robust standard errors in parentheses,* signi…cant at 10%; ** signi…cant at 5%; *** signi…cant at 1%. The dependent variables in rows (1),
(2), and (3) is the monthly per capita expenditure of SC/ST/OBC from the 61st round (2004-2005) of the National sample survey in India. Row (1) tests for the
presence of a discontinuity at a score di¤erence of +5%. The score di¤erence variable is centered at +5%. “Winner”is a dichotomous variable taking the value “1”
if the true (uncentered) score di¤erence is superior to +5%, “0” otherwise. Row (2) tests for the presence of a discontinuity at a score di¤erence of -5%. Row (3)
looks at the possibility of wrongful accusations. “Convicted” is a dichotomous variable equal to “1” if the criminal politician was convicted, “0” otherwise. Row
(3) thus includes an interaction term between “Winner”and “Convicted”(as well as an interaction between the score di¤erence and “Convicted”). The dependent
variables in row (4) is the monthly per capita expenditure of SC/ST/OBC from the 55th round (1999-2000) of the National sample survey in India. The dependent
variables in rows (5) and (6) are the sex of individual in 2000, and education of individual in 2000. The dependent variables in rows (7), (8), (9), (10), (11), and
(12) are collected from the A¢ davit Information of the candidates contesting elections for the State and Parliamentary Constituencies in India (April-May 2004)
from India Election Watch and the Election Commission of India. The dependent variables are: Murder commited by politician (dummy), Election code violation
committed by politician (dummy), Assets of politician, Liabilities of politician, Education of politician, Politician in a national party (dummy). All regressions
also control for levels in score di¤erences, and include polynomials (an interaction term between "Winner" and "Score di¤erence", the squared expression of "Score
di¤erence", and an interaction between "Winner" and "Score di¤erence").

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)

Winner
Winner*Convicted
Observations
Coe¢ cient Standard error Coe¢ cient Standard error
Monthly per capita expenditure, discontinuity at +5%
-8.27
(115.82)
26366
Monthly per capita expenditure, discontinuity at -5%
69.63
(107.60)
26366
Monthly per capita expenditure
-159.89
(92.97)*
-68.21
(130.92)
26366
Monthly per capita expenditure in 2000
-74.40
(85.33)
8107
Sex of individual in 2000
-0.02
(0.03)
13933
Education of individual in 2000
-0.22
(0.39)
13917
Murder commited by politician
0.06
(0.14)
160
Election code violation commited by politician
-0.10
(0.07)
160
Assets of politician
-1470313.18 (7,283,029.86)
160
Liabilities of politician
-1267870.63
(998,286.86)
160
Education of politician
-0.21
(0.42)
125
Politician in a national party
0.20
(0.15)
160

Dependent variable

Table 3: Robustness checks
(dependent variable in …rst column, only the coe¢ cient of "Winner" is reported))
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Winner

OLS regressions. Robust standard errors in parentheses, * signi…cant at 10%; ** signi…cant at 5%; *** signi…cant at 1%. In all rows, the dependent variable is the number of crimes
per district corresponding to the type described in the column "Type of crime". Criminal data comes from the governmental publication Crime in India 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006.
"Score di¤erence" is always included. "Score di¤erence" and "Winner" are interacted with a year dummy before 2004 to perform a falsi…cation exercise before 2004. In all columns, …ve
year and 35 state …xed e¤ects are added.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)

Type of crime

Winner interacted with a Obs. R2
year dummy before 2004
O¤ences against human body Murder
25.15
(19.70)
-42.22
(44.60)
732 0.70
Culpable homicide
2.84
(1.46)*
-3.29
(3.77)
732 0.72
Dowry deaths
5.75
(2.17)***
-3.48
(5.12)
628 0.73
O¤ences againts property
Robbery
25.42
(29.51)
-68.54
(64.77)
732 0.69
Burglary
25.53
(111.94)
-279.53
(257.99)
732 0.70
Theft
88.86
(465.08)
-1,157.45
(1,056.59)
732 0.72
Crimes against public order
Riots
52.17
(29.87)*
-109.58
(105.38)
628 0.69
Arson
14.28
(7.07)**
-34.89
(26.99)
628 0.68
Economic crimes
Criminal breach of trust
31.21
(32.25)
-138.42
(122.81)
628 0.69
Cheating
-8.86
(50.91)
-168.14
(155.86)
628 0.72
Counterfeiting
2.17
(4.37)
-16.38
(15.51)
628 0.73
Crimes against women
Kidnap. Abduc. women girls 30.19
(17.89)*
-49.56
(41.92)
732 0.74
Cruelty by husband, relatives 114.21 (65.99)*
-295.38
(247.80)
628 0.71

Broad category of crime

Table 4: Impact of a criminal politician in o¢ ce on crime
(Dependent variable in the column "Type of crime": Number of crimes by type, only the coe¢ cients of "Winner,"
and "Winner" interacted with a year dummy before 2004 are presented)

22
No
No
No
2032
0.00

-215.87
(125.28)*
6.05
(4.78)

Baseline

(1)

(2)
(3)
Law and order, and administrative o¢ cials
Speci…cation tests
Polynomials
Kernel-weighted local
polynomial smooths
-435.42
-756.17
(215.07)**
(317.93)**
7.91
(26.78)
2.02
(43.56)
0.01
(0.64)
-0.37
(1.27)
No
No
No
No
No
No
2031
2031
0.06
-369.25
(209.97)*
20.38
(22.36)
-12.53
(30.68)
0.44
(0.53)
-0.75
(0.91)
Yes
Yes
Yes
2031
0.06

Controls

(4)

-134.65
(128.31)
27.35
(14.40)*
-46.18
(18.46)**
0.67
(0.42)
-0.07
(0.61)
Yes
Yes
Yes
38701
0.01

(5)
Rest of sample
Controls

OLS regressions. Robust standard errors in parentheses,* signi…cant at 10%; ** signi…cant at 5%; *** signi…cant at 1%. Standard errors are clustered at the district level in
all columns. The dependent variable in all columns is the value of gifts received (food, pan, tobacco, intoxicants, fuel, and light) during the last 30 days (Source: National Sample
Survey, 61st round, Consumer expenditure). The sample is restricted to all districts where a criminal politician was a candidate opposed to a non-criminal candidate. The sample
is further restricted in columns (1) through (4) to the gifts received by LOA o¢ cials. The sample is restricted in column (5) to the gifts received by individuals in the rest of the
sample. The explanatory variables in column (1) are the score di¤erence between the two candidates and a winner dummy variable taking the value “1” if the criminal politician won.
In a regression discontinuity design, this is the coe¢ cient of interest. Columns (2) and (3) present speci…cation tests. Column (2) includes an interaction term between "Winner"
and "Score di¤erence" to test for potential di¤erent slopes, the squared expression of "Score di¤erence", to test for potential non-linearities in the e¤ect of "Score di¤erence", and
an interaction between "Winner" and "Score di¤erence" to allow for di¤erent quadratic …t of the dependent variable. Column (3) uses kernel-weighted local polynomial smooths,
following Imbens and Lemieux (2008). The standard error is bootstrapped, with 100 replications with replacement. In column (4), individual controls (age, household size, four social
group dummies (scheduled tribe, scheduled caste, other backward class, others), a dummy indicating if the household owns land, three dummies for the broad occupation group
(law, order, administrative o¢ cials)), 35 state dummies, politicians control variables (crime category: O¤ences against human body, O¤ences againts property, Crimes against public
order, Economic crimes, Corruption, Other; Movable Assets (Cash, Deposits in Banks, Financial Insitutions, and Non-Banking …nancial companies, NSS, Etc., Gold / Ornaments,
Bonds, Debentures, Shares in companies & Business, Motor Vehicles) and Immovable Assets (Agricultural Land, Non-Agricultural Lands, Residential and Commercial Buildings),
Liabilities (total debts at Bank/Financial Institution, Tax Dues and Dues to Govt. Depts.), as well as 24 political party dummies (Source: a¢ davit information of the candidates
contesting elections for the State and Parlimentary Constituencies in India (April-May 2004) from http://www.indiaelectionwatch.net/disclosures.htm and the Election Commission
of India) are added. Column (5) presents a falsi…cation exercise by looking at the full sample excluding law and order, and administrative o¢ cials.

Individual controls
State …xed-e¤ects
Politicians control
Observations
R-squared

Winner*(Score di¤erence squared)

Score di¤erence squared

Winner*(Score di¤erence)

Score di¤erence

Winner

Sample
Method

Table 5: Impact of criminal politician in o¢ ce on bribe-taking behaviour
of law and order, and administrative o¢ cials
(Dependent variable: Value of gifts received)

Figure 1: A¢ davit of Narayan Reddy
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Figure 2: Density function of the score di¤erence between criminal and non-criminal
candidates
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Figure 3: Finely-gridded histogram smoothed using local linear regression, separately on
either side of the cuto¤ (McCrary, 2008) of the density function of the score di¤erence
between criminal and non-criminal candidates
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Figure 4: Locally weighted regression (“lowess”) of the monthly per capita expenditure for
scheduled casts, tribes, and other backward class in 2004-2005 (61st round of the NSS)

Appendix Table 1: correlates of criminality of politicians
(Dependent variable: Politician is a criminal (1 or 0))

Education
of politician
Primary

(1)
-0.01
(0.39)

(2)

(3)
-0.01
(0.54)

(4)
-0.01
(0.39)

(5)
-0.01
(0.31)

(6)
-0.01
(0.60)

(7)
-0.01
(0.76)

-0.03
(0.94)

-0.04
(1.01)

-0.03
(2.74)***
0.01
(2.13)**
-0.00
(1.58)

-0.03
(2.85)***
0.01
(1.99)**

-0.03
(0.23)
0.14
(1.18)
0.08
(0.61)
0.07
(0.73)
0.11
(1.03)

Secondary
Intermediary
Undergraduate
Postgraduate
Bharatiya Janata Party
candidate
National party (BSP, BJP,
CPI, CPM, INC, NCP)
Local elections
(not federal elections)
Number of voters
by district (in millions)
Liabilities

0.06
(1.29)
-0.01
(0.18)
-0.00
(0.01)

Assets
Cash
Deposits in Banks
or Non-Banks Institutions
Gold, Ornaments
Bonds, Debentures,
Shares in companies
Value of Motor Vehicles
Value of Agricultural Land
Value of Non-Agri. Lands
Value of Residential
and Commercial Buildings
Observations
Pseudo R-Squared

1071
0.0002

1071
0.0058

1071
0.003

1071
0.0003

1071
0.0002

1071
0.0371

-0.09
(1.50)
0.01
(1.39)
-0.01
(0.26)
-0.00
(1.54)
0.00
(0.13)
-0.00
(0.13)
0.00
(2.42)**
-0.00
(1.51)
1071
0.0438

Probit regressions. Marginal e¤ects are shown at the mean. Robust z statistics in parentheses.
* signi…cant at 10%; ** signi…cant at 5%; *** signi…cant at 1%
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Total

Administrative o¢ cials

Order o¢ cials

Law o¢ cials

Category

Description (National Occupations Code (1968) or National Industry
Code (1998) in Brackets)
Lawyers (140), Judges (141), Legal assistant (142), Jurists (including Prothonotary and Senior Master; Registrar (Appellate Side, High
Court); Registrar; Master O¢ cial Referee and Registrar in Equity etc;
Taxing Master; Insolvency Registrar; O¢ cial Assignee (High Court );
Court Receiver and Liquidator; Sheri¤; Shirestedar; Petition Writer,
149), Legal activities (74110)
Policemen and Detectives (Inspector, Police; Sub-Inspector, Police; Police Constable; Detective, 571), Customs Examiners, Patrollers and Related Workers (Inspector, Customs; Inspector, Excise Supervisor, Customs; Appraiser, Customs; Searcher, Customs; Sepoy, Customs; Constable, Excise; 572), Protection Force, Home Guard and Security Workers
(Security O¢ cer; Warder, Jail; Home Guards, 573), Watchmen, Chowkidars and Gate Keepers (Watchman; Gateman, 574), Protective Service
Workers (579), Investigation and security activities (74920), Defence activities (75220), Public order and safety activities of the Union government (75231), Public order and safety activities of the State governments
(75232)
All categories for Union Government, State Government, or Local Bodies: Elected O¢ cials (20), Administrative and Executive O¢ cials (21),
General public service activities (7511), Regulatory agencies for social
services (7512), Regulatory agencies for more e¢ cient operation of business (7513), Ancillary service activities (7514), Compulsory social security activities (753), village o¢ cials (310)
Law and order, and administrative o¢ cials
9263

6525

2449

289

NSS61

2032

1210

731

NSS61 and in
the 178 districts
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Appendix Table 2: Description of sample of law and order, and administrative o¢ cials
(Total sample size: NSS61: 124,943 households, NSS55: 600,016 households)

42327

31976

8844

1507

NSS55

14891

10744

3449

NSS55 and in
the 178 districts
698

age
Household size
Owns land?

Social group

Corruption of LOA

District-level criminality

Poverty

Description Variable

Proportion of SC/ST/OBC
178 districts from NSS61
Mean per capita expenditure of sc, st, obc
Ration card recipients
Mean per capita expenditure of ration card recipients
O¤ences against human body Murder
Culpable homicide
Dowry deaths
O¤ences againts property
Robbery
178 districts, data from
Crime In India 2002, 2003,
Burglary
Theft
2004, 2005, 2006, the
Crimes against public order
Riots
annual reports from the
National Crime Records
Arson
Economic crimes
Criminal breach of trust
Bureau, Ministry of Home
Cheating
A¤airs, Government of India
Counterfeiting
Crimes against women
Kidnap. Abduc. women girls
Cruelty by husband, relatives
Value of gifts received
NSS61
Individual control variables of SC/ST/OBC
scheduled tribe
178 districts from NSS61
scheduled caste
other backward class

Dependent Variables

Data

26370
26370
26370
26370
26370
26359

40838
26370
40838
30900
732
732
628
732
732
732
628
628
628
628
628
732
628
2032

Observations

0.11
0.26
0.63
44.86
4.88
0.86

0.65
718.17
0.76
813.74
135.40
11.12
21.01
130.17
571.01
2126.08
223.57
41.60
151.14
271.61
23.07
93.11
394.42
323.01

Mean

Appendix Table 3: Descriptive statistics
(sample: consumption round of the 61st round of the National Sample Survey of India (NSS61), restricted to the 178 districts)

0.31
0.44
0.48
13.67
2.55
0.35

0.47
589.81
0.43
742.07
970.71
49.56
62.31
1331.91
5644.09
23872.35
1517.46
373.47
1774.64
2186.84
255.67
1030.52
3908.92
2715.56

St. Dev.

